Qatar shortlists partners for North Field expansion, but says go it alone

Doha refuses allegations over unjust blockade

Riyadh told to have the courage to submit its allegations and supposed evidence to the scrutiny of independent international bodies and to co-operate with the ongoing Kawasaki mediation to find an end to the crisis

Saudi urged to follow international law like Qatar, end Gulf crisis

BUSINESS

Amir wishes Kuwaiti leader good health

He expressed his wishes to the Amir of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah al-Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, on the occasion of the 88th National Day. He invited the Amir to make a return visit to Qatar at an opportune time.

Qatar invites UN technical mission to discuss maritime issues

A joint technical mission of the UN Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) arrived in Doha on Tuesday to discuss maritime issues

Amir to meet Gambian president in Qatar

He will also attend a meeting with the Gambian president, who will stay in Qatar for a three-day visit. Following the meeting, a joint press statement will be released. It is reported that this is the first visit of a Gambian president to Qatar
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Amir congratulates Tajikistan president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani today telephoned President Emomali Rahmon on the anniversary of his country’s Independence Day and congratulated him.

Amir attends meeting of GCC anti-corruption agencies

Qatar is participating in the fifth meeting of the GCC anti-corruption agencies which is being held in the Oman capital, Muscat.

Qatar’s preparations included a comprehensive plan of action, which examined the sources of corruption and adopted a number of measures to combat it.

Cables of condolences sent to Mali president

Qatar’s Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani today sent a cable of condolences to Mali President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita on the victims of a building collapse in Mali’s capital Bamako, writing that the event was an important step in the process of building and stabilising relations between the two countries.

President Lourenco returns to Angola

Angola’s President Joao Manuel Lourenco left Doha yesterday after a successful visit to Qatar. He was seen off at Hamad International Airport by HE the Minister of Transport and Communications Jamil Salim and HE the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser al-Misned.

He stressed the need to develop a plan of action that takes into account the prioritisation of the anti-corruption agencies’ work plan.

Amir greets North Korean leader

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani today sent a cable of congratulations to North Korean President Kim Jong-un, on the occasion of the People’s Republic of Korea, Kim Commission of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s 75th anniversary, wishing him a new stage for the movement of goods and trade exchange between the two countries.

A new stage for the movement of goods and trade exchange between the two countries.

Amir concedes with Burkina Faso president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani today sent a cable of congratulations to Burkina Faso Prime Minister Kackar Mamadou on the anniversary of his country’s Independence Day and congratulated him.

He added that the two countries’ experience in exploiting oil and gas is a strategic partner of Angola, which will benefit from its unique oil and gas resources to create a diversified and sustainable economy.

President Khyarbin Abdul Rasul bin Mohamed, who headed the visit, said that Qatar and Angola are characterised by their commonality in terms of economic development, and the two countries’ economy is a global player in this aspect.

He added that hosting the 10th session of the Conference of States Parties will be a new stage for the movement of goods and trade exchange between the two countries.
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Northwestern University opens media museum

415 building permits issued in August

The Ministry of Development Affairs announced the issuance of 415 building permits in August, according to figures released by the General Authority for Statistics.

The ministry said that the permits were issued for a number of categories, including villas (31%), apartments (29%), commercial buildings (28%), and infrastructure buildings (9%). The permits were distributed among several municipalities, with Al Rayyan municipality coming top with 115 permits, followed by Al Da‘ayen (32%) and Al Wakra (35%) municipalities.

During the month, the ministry also issued 32 permits for mosques and 2% for fences, while 5% of the permits were for other categories.

The permits were issued for the construction of residential buildings, commercial buildings, and infrastructure buildings.

Thai FM meets Qatar’s ambassador

The Qatar Foundation for Social Work’s Center of Excellence launched the film competition “Your Smile is Our Priority” on June 27. The competition aims to raise awareness about cancer patients and their families, and to encourage talented youth to participate in art projects and competitions. The competition is open to participants from all over the world.

The competition is open to all individuals, and the deadline for submission is July 27. The competition is divided into two categories: short films and photo essays. The competition will be judged by a panel of experts, and the winners will be announced on July 28.
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Cloud-based SRM platform gets QSTP product development fund

Children explore genomics at Mshereb Museums events

Contact British Airways directly, Qatar Airways advises strike-hit BA passengers

Qatar Science & Technology Park (QSTP), a leading research, development, and incubation hub within Qatar Foundation (QF), has launched its Product Development Fund (PDF) to Qatar, a cloud-based supplier relationship management (SRM) platform designed to enhance supplier performance and relationships. The platform covers all aspects of SRM, from initial registration to ongoing performance assessment, offering businesses a complete view of their supplier relationships.

The platform provides an all-encompassing AI and machine learning to assist businesses in selecting and managing their suppliers. It enables businesses to provide ongoing feedback assessment of the local innovation ecosystem and contributes to the growth of both startups and innovative technologies. Since its launch in 2019, QSTP’s PDF has awarded up to 50% of the cost of the project which have successfully produced new innovative products that range from a smart e-article platform, “Raha,” by Al-Deha Pharmacy, to an autonomous driverless vehicle, “David” by Al-Deha QR, and an Automated Customer Profiling Platform, “by diction.” QSTP QR, Qatar National Library, National Library of Qatar, and Qatar Biobank and Qatar Genome are members of the local market.

Children learn genetics and the basics of genomic medicine in an engaging method that involved role play as potential scientists. Children aged 10 to 18 years old, explore genetics through a workshop on genomics, the Genome workshop wraps an engaging autumn/winter programme, The Genome workshop winds up the seasonal programme that included four houses goes beyond putting on display to using it to educate the people in the region. QGF workshop hosts, Gina Zarrella, and Tamla Full, worked closely with the young explorers to teach them about precision medicine and to inspire them to think about the future of healthcare.

The Cambridge UK-based workshop with Qatari Biobank and Qatar Genome provides scientific content on the role played by precision medicine in disease, enhance the health of policy planning, and provide trusted precision medicine for both the patient and the healthcare provider to taking control of their health.

"We work continuously to create a platform for the public, for our school students, to raise awareness on the vitality of genetics for our future and Qatar’s advanced business on the heart of learning. For more information, we are very sorry for all the affected passengers on Qatar Airways flights," he told the BBC.

Dr. Hafiz Ali.
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QNB ‘Open Career Day’
to be held on Sept. 14

QNB Group will organ-ise an “Open Day” on September 14 as the first event in the 12-months calendar of activities. The event is aimed at attracting and retaining qualified staff in Qatar and across its interna-tional network, to achieve the vision of becoming a leading bank in the Middle East, Africa and Southeast Asia (MEA-SEA) by 2020.

Sheikha Mubarak al-Ma’am, acting Group CEO, said: “We attach a great impor-tance to our employees as partners in our business suc-cess within the Group’s en-gaging efforts to foster a culture of learning and training in continuous development programmes. “The bank places Qatari na-tives as a key property in line with the national plan for the development of Qatar’s workforce, as part of the Qatariisation strategy towards achieving the Qatar National Vision 2030.”

This professional event will bring together Qatari high school and university graduates and experienced professionals, who will be offered training and continuous development programmes, including more than 300 specialised training courses during this year alone, along with an average of 15 training hours at least per employee.

The bank also offers training and continuous develop-ment programmes, including more than 300 specialised training courses during this year alone, with an average of 15 training hours at least per employee.

QNB’s dedicated Learning and Development Department offers training and development opportunities to functions across the Group’s op-erations.

At least 83 Qatari students have benefited from QNB’s scholarship programme, which aims to give high-potential Qatari employees exposure to the international banking sector and develop their leadership, com-munications and soft skills.

All participants are enc-ouraged to QNB international branches for a period of 12-24 months.

The bank also offers train-ing and continuous develop-ment programmes, including more than 300 specialised training courses during this year alone, with an average of 15 training hours at least per employee.

We organise this event as part of our CSR commitment to support high-potential Qatari workforce, such as the Qatar Career Fair and other career fairs organised by the Ministry of Education and Higher Education, the Management Development Programme (MDP), the Induction Programme (LDP), and the Pro-gramme (MDP) of the Hamad International Airport area, Al Khor, the Qatar University area, Al Khor, and Hamad International Airport.

The maximum temperature is ex-pected to be 42°C today in the UAE and Qatar, and 41°C in Al Khor, 40°C in Dubai, 38°C in Al Ain and 37°C in Sharjah. The maximum temperature is expected to be 39°C in Dubai, 37°C in Sharjah, and 36°C in Abu Dhabi.

The detailed forecast also says that daytime conditions are expected to be hot in some places at times. Some clouds are also likely. Meanwhile, cloudy conditions are expected overnight along with some clouds. The maximum temperature is ex-pected to be 42°C today in the UAE and Qatar, and 41°C in Al Khor, 40°C in Dubai, 38°C in Al Ain and 37°C in Sharjah. The maximum temperature is expected to be 40°C in Dubai, 38°C in Sharjah, and 37°C in Abu Dhabi.
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Ooredoo yesterday announced the next level of its partnership with Qatar’s Lusail City to provide the city network to enable Lusail City to take its services to the world. This will see Ooredoo contribute to Lusail City’s secure smart city services.

Abdulla al-Kubaisi said: “Ooredoo’s partnership with Qatar’s Lusail City has gone from strength to strength and shows our commitment to enhance the quality of life in Qatar, and specifically Lusail City’s residents.”

Ooredoo’s advanced wired and wireless networks, including fibre optic and 5G networks.

As a flagship project of Qatari Diwaniy and the first smart city in the region, Lusail City will fully adopt Ooredoo’s partnership with Qatar’s Lusail City to take its services to the next level, and enhance Qatar’s position as a global Smart City leader. Our ultra-fast and secure wireline networks as the foundation for innovative applications and systems.”

Ooredoo’s advanced wired and wireless networks, including fibre optic and 5G networks.

Overall, these smart city services, and the ICT infrastructure for Smart City services that will fuel Lusail City to take its services to the next level, and enhance Qatar’s position as a global Smart City leader. The ultra-fast and secure Supernet technology will serve as the foundation for innovative applications and systems. Ooredoo’s advanced wired and wireless networks, including fibre optic and 5G networks.

As a result, Lusail City aims to become the region’s first large-scale greenfield smart city and a model city for smart city living.

As a flagship project of Qatari Diwaniy and the first smart city in the region, Lusail City will fully adopt Ooredoo’s partnership with Qatar’s Lusail City to take its services to the next level, and enhance Qatar’s position as a global Smart City leader. Our ultra-fast and secure wireline networks as the foundation for innovative applications and systems.

Lusail Smart City Development to benefit from Ooredoo contribution

Innovating for Qatar’s future
Ooredoo Propels Lusail Smart City Development to Next Level

Qatar Charity launches new season of “Distress Relief” radio programme

Tour Gipsy Unidos to perform next month in Doha

The first episode of the new season of the “Distress Relief”, a radio programme produced by Qatar Charity in cooperation with the Al Quran Al Kareem Radio, was launched on Tuesday, with the aim of promoting various humanitarian projects to support the needy around the world and mobilizing support for the numerous campaigns and projects launched by Qatar Charity.

The programme is broadcast on the Al Quran Al Kareem Radio 103.4FM at 8.30 pm every Tuesday and it continues until 9pm. Presented by Dr. Abdul Rahman Al-Harami, each episode of the programme hosts guests, including Sheikh men, personalities, and social figures.

It is aimed at reaching the widest audience possible in order to raise awareness of the various humanitarian projects and the programmes carried out by Qatar Charity.

The programme aims to support the people of Qatar to listen to the “Distress Relief” programme on 103.4FM and offer support for humanitarian situations to ease the suffering of the affected and needy worldwide and low-income people within Qatar.

Qatar Charity urges all the people in Qatar to listen to the “Distress Relief” programme and offer support for humanitarian situations to ease the suffering of the affected and needy worldwide and low-income people within Qatar.

Donors can make their contributions by sending SMS to 92124 and dialing hotline 44667711, or through Qatar Charity collectors.
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Videogames enter Guinness World Records

Top Afghan official denounces Saudi media reports

UAR also said it would not allow the releasing of materials after Trump blamed Kim for reacting to a nuke test. The Washington Post said Trump had invited Indian leaders and Afghan officials to a news conference on Sunday and cancell R. C. said that the KSA’s cancellation of the summit was a "significant commitment" from the KSA.
South Sudan rebel leader in Juba in bid to salvage deal

A man sits inside a tent of the road as a rebel leader arrives in Juba, South Sudan, on June 1, 2019, during a meeting at the presidential palace in Juba, yesterday. South Sudanese rebel leader Riek Machar (not seen) arrived in Juba to meet with President Salva Kiir and try to salvage stalled peace talks in South Sudan, a monitor said. The incident was a sequel to the late August strike by the Islamic State in Syria, which lies along the Euphrates, and Iraq. An American official reported that, probably as a reprisal for the October 27 air strike on its Beirut stronghold, Hezbollah fired a large number of rockets, missiles targeting an Iranian military and pro-Iranian tissue in Iraq.

Hezbollah said that it was still engaged in the fight against the Islamic State in Syria, and that it had been successful in maintaining its hold on the area where it is based.

The US military said that it had conducted air strikes in Syria on Tuesday in response to a rocket attack the previous day. The strikes were conducted on targets in the Deir Ezzor province of eastern Syria, the US military said, adding that six strikes were conducted.

The strikes were conducted in response to a rocket attack that killed two members of the US-led coalition in the area.

The US military said that it was still engaged in the fight against the Islamic State in Syria, and that it had been successful in maintaining its hold on the area where it is based.
**Nigeria to repatriate 600 citizens from South Africa**

Nigeria and repatriate about 600 citizens from South Africa. The repatriation is part of a series of recent movements in which a large sum of money has been transferred to Nigerians. An official from the Nigerian government said that the repatriation was intended to facilitate the return of South Africans to their home country. About 600 Nigerians were repatriated from South Africa on Sunday, and the number of repatriations has increased over the past few months. The official said that the repatriations were aimed at facilitating the return of South Africans to their home country. About 600 Nigerians were repatriated from South Africa on Sunday, and the number of repatriations has increased over the past few months. The official said that the repatriations were aimed at facilitating the return of South Africans to their home country.

**Guineas frees journalists held after judge interview**

Guineas frees journalists held after judge interview. A court in Conacry has freed three journalists held for over two months. The journalists had been held after a judge interviewed them without a lawyer present. The decision comes after a court ruled that the journalists had been held without proper legal representation.

**Mugabe kin depart for Singapore**

Mugabe's health deteriorated after he was transferred to the military hospital in Harare. Mugabe was flown to Singapore for medical treatment in late November 2017, seeking an operation to cure a heart problem. But the operation was postponed due to a medical error. A charter flight left Harare with family and some party members and was expected to arrive with Mugabe's body tomorrow at 1500 GMT. The family and friends will be on hand on Sunday to receive the body.

**Gulf Times**

**People hold roadside memorial for the late Zairean President**

A public memorial was held for the late Zairean President Mobutu Sese Seko on the anniversary of his death. The memorial, which was held in the town of Kabalo, was attended by family members and friends. The memorial included a prayer and a candlelight vigil. The late President Mobutu Sese Seko died on November 20, 2017, at the age of 85.

**APF**
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Eyeing Trump, Pelosi pushes Republican in North Carolina
By Susan Cornwell, Reuters

President Donald Trump is giving all-out try to keep a long-shot candidate from winning in the state he once called his "favorite" on Oct. 1, 2020.

Trump, who helped to push Rep. Madison Cawthorn (R-N.C.) to victory in a 2019 special election, has been openly courting his favorite candidate, John Price, in recent days, according to sources close to the White House.

Price is facing a tough challenge in his bid for re-election in North Carolina's 9th district, a traditionally Republican seat that has been trending toward the Democratic Party in recent years.

Trump has been active in the campaign, making more than a dozen public appearances in North Carolina since August, and has repeatedly tweeted in support of Price.

"We're having a BIG RALLY tomorrow in the North Carolina tomorrow," Trump tweeted on Sunday night, adding, "We're having a BIG RALLY and a CONVENTION to make a powerful statement in this state... John Price is a great leader and a great soldier. He's got my full endorsement!"

But Democrats are also making significant inroads in North Carolina, with a number of Democratic candidates emerging as strong contenders in key races.

"North Carolina, vote for Dan McCready," the president added yesterday on Twitter. "We need strong leadership in Washington, DC. Vote for Dan McCready, the only candidate who is standing up for America."

Price is leading in the polls, but the race remains close, and the outcome will likely hinge on voter turnout and how effectively each candidate can mobilize their base.

The 9th district is located in the western part of the state, and is known for its rural and agricultural communities.

Price is facing stiff competition from McCready, a former army helicopter pilot who has spent two decades overseas in service of the United States.

McCready has made economic development and healthcare the focus of his campaign, while Price has emphasized his experience as a military leader.

The race is considered a key test for both parties, with the outcome likely to have implications for the control of Congress.

"A federal judge in California issued a decision earlier this week striking down a Trump administration policy that sought to block almost all asylum-applications at the border, ruling that an injunction against the rule should apply nationwide," the New York Times wrote.

The rule, announced on July 15, requires immigrant families who seek asylum to make their initial claim at a U.S. border crossing, rather than in the United States. The rule was put in place by the Trump administration in 2019.

The judge, Eastern District of California Judge M. Francis Cafferty, found that the rule was "arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of discretion," and that it violated the Administrative Procedure Act.

McCready, 36, a small business owner and US Marine Corps veteran, has focused his race on veteran issues, and has called Trump's handling of the COVID-19 pandemic a "complete and utter failure."

"McCready has focused his campaign on veteran issues, and has called Trump's handling of the COVID-19 pandemic a "complete and utter failure."

McCready has emphasized his experience as a military leader, and has highlighted his efforts to support veterans and their families.

McCready has also criticized Trump's handling of the pandemic, saying he "fails every test of leadership and character."

"McCready has emphasized his experience as a military leader, and has highlighted his efforts to support veterans and their families.

The judge's ruling was a significant victory for immigrant rights advocates, who had challenged the rule in federal court.

"McCready has emphasized his experience as a military leader, and has highlighted his efforts to support veterans and their families."
Bribes offer aid to Nepal during foreign minister’s visit

China offers aid to Nepal during foreign minister’s visit

Smog from Indonesia covers southern Thailand

Indonesian police probe as bags of snakes thrown into student dormitory

Climbers to make autumn Everest ascent after 9 yrs

In late August a negotiation initially full of mistrust ended with a long-anticipated minority religious temple opening with满 and without guarantees for their livelihoods.

Adding to the tragi-comedy in BKT, for his 60th birthday, he invited some 200,000 Rohinyga refugees to his Karet Kandung home to give him the biggest birthday celebration.

This has also been a shift in the police’s approach in dealing with locals and authorities fear Internet and telephone access could contribute to further an-

Bangladesh stops new SIM card sale in Rohingya camps

The latest ban has strained the relations, with leaders say-

In January, the Chinese president’s visit to the country’s south.

Several of the floods that occurred in the past two years, mostly for allayed method-

Bangladesh is under a state of emergency following the latest failed siege of the Myanma Army (MA). While the army called off the siege, it, however, continued to shell the region.

The Four mobile phone op-

The operation also restarted services to within Bangladesh following allegations that Rohin-

The Chinese media had stopped the SIM card sale in the camps.

The Kathmandu Post reported.

Kilian Jornet, who reached the summit is around minus 36

Chinese police chief at Ukhia town where the world’s largest refugee camp, Bangladesh’s Kutupalong. While PU remained silent, local officials confirmed the police had stopped the SIM card sale in the region.

It also said authorities pro-

Among the nine projects, the government has been urged to lay the groundwork for a scenic tour. He will return to the Bhutanese side without the use of supplemental oxygen and fixed.

The latest ban has strained the relations, with leaders saying it would hardly affect the bilateral relationship.

“Terror” is being used to describe the situation would wors-

The police also arrested with seven Papuan students and an office in a police station.

Kilian Jornet, who reached the summit is around minus 36

At least 11 mountaineers are preparing to make the world’s highest peak again seeing a revival with a
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orders were issued to hundreds who sustained serious injuries while the 87-year-old man was neighbouring Chiba prefecture. Killed in the storm — a woman in lice confirmed two people were challenges for organisers. Police unleashed by the storm came less than two weeks before the Tokyo airport. Typhoon Faxai, packing winds of up to 207km per hour, made landfall in Chiba just east of Tokyo. It was the worst storm to batter T okyo overnight in 20 years, with up to 537mm of rain in eastern Chiba. The storm came as Japan’s 2020 Olympic Games were due to begin in four weeks and comes just days after the 11th largest economy in the world was hit by a downward revision to its growth forecast in the second quarter of the year, losing 1.2% of gross domestic product. Taiwan urges Solomon Islands not to switch allegiance to China

Taiwan’s president urged the Solomons not to switch diplomatic allegiance to China, as the Pacific nation contemplates whether to recognize the self-governing island as a separate state. The Solomons are among only 13 countries that maintain official ties with Taiwan, but President Tsai Ing-wen said that the SolomonsForeign Minister Jeremiah Manele during a press conference at the Taipei Guest House in Taipei yesterday.

Taiwan urges Solomon Islands not to switch allegiance to China

Taiwan’s president urged the Solomons not to switch diplomatic allegiance to China, as the Pacific nation contemplates whether to recognize the self-governing island as a separate state. The Solomons are among only 13 countries that maintain official ties with Taiwan, but President Tsai Ing-wen said that the Solomons should not switch allegiance to China in any democracy there is no “two Chinas” mentality. “There is only one China. We have to stick to that,” she said. The Solomons President Frank Bainimarama said last week the Solomons Foreign Minister Jeremiah Manele during a press conference at the Taipei Guest House in Taipei yesterday.

Powerful typhoon Faxai batterstOKyo, two dead

A powerful typhoon that battered Tokyo overnight killed at least two people, police said yester-
day, as 111-school trains cut off commuters and more than 30,000 flights were cancelled, leaving thousands stranded at the airport and thousands more without power. The overland East Japan Railway train service was largely halted in the hours of operation while other rail networks were mostly halted. The storm also caused delays and disruptions on Subway trains, leading to mass evacuations of residents in the worst-hit areas. The storm also caused delays and disruptions on Subway trains, leading to mass evacuations of residents in the worst-hit areas. The storm also caused delays and disruptions on Subway trains, leading to mass evacuations of residents in the worst-hit areas.

A police officer inspect damage caused by typhoon Faxai in Kamakura, Kanagawa prefecture, yesterday.

A woman in lice confirmed two people were killed by the storm. A woman in lice confirmed two people were killed by the storm. The storm came as Japan’s 2020 Olympic Games were due to begin in four weeks and comes just days after the 11th largest economy in the world was hit by a downward revision to its growth forecast in the second quarter of the year, losing 1.2% of gross domestic product.
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A 77-year-old woman has become the oldest person to solo circumnavigate the world alone, describing it as “quite a daunting task, getting to know the various ocean currents and winds, and dealing with a number of problems,” she said.

She was appointed to complete her first non-stop sail around the world in 2004, but rigging problems forced her to abandon the attempt in 2005. She had been warned by experts in 2013 of the difficulties she might face, and decided to postpone her voyage until 2013.

She attempted to complete her first non-stop sail around the world in 2009, but rigging problems forced her to abandon the attempt in 2005. She had been warned by experts in 2013 of the difficulties she might face, and decided to postpone her voyage until 2013.

Taking on sailing with her husband, who retired from the Royal Navy in 1997, the pair sailed across Europe, the Indian Ocean, and the Pacific Ocean, before returning to Europe to finish the trip. During the journey, Socially distant but with their trusty sailing companion, they managed to keep their spirits up and their journey feeling more enjoyable.

Socrates was awarded the Guinness World Record in 2013 for becoming the oldest person to sail a round-the-world voyage, and was presented with a trophy by Minoru Saito, who was 71 at the time.

For their support, “They’ve been incredibly generous, and we’re very grateful for their support,” she said.

“I wasted a week with that. “We’re very grateful for their support,” she said.

The British parliament has rejected three times of its kind of agreement, which would conclude the divorce negotiations and mark for housing to help Coventry to meet its target.

“If there has been hyper population growth in Coventry, they may also have been a warning to Britain that it needs to cope with the challenge of housing a much larger population in the future,” said Johnson to extend the divorce negotiations and mark for housing. No realistic ones, legally binding and verifiable, were signed before the EU would leave the bloc by Oct 31. "We’re very grateful for their support," she said.

Johnson promised when he took office in July that he would extend the divorce negotiations and mark for housing to help Coventry to meet its target.

No-backstop equals no-deal, Ireland warns PMJohnson

The Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar has become the oldest person to sail a round-the-world voyage, and was presented with a trophy by Minoru Saito, who was 71 at the time.
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Volkodyzhradsky as "very, very positive" and desperate for resumption of "normal life" for the future progress.

The focus of the commit will be on economic growth, which Germany and France have been working on for the last few days. The aim is to support the growth in the economy, raising living standards and reducing social inequalities. The government is also working closely with the European Union to promote economic growth and social inclusion.

The focus of the commit is on economic growth, which Germany and France have been working on for the last few days. The aim is to support the growth in the economy, raising living standards and reducing social inequalities. The government is also working closely with the European Union to promote economic growth and social inclusion.
Malta evacuates three more from Alan Kurdi rescue ship

Malta's Prime Minister Joseph Muscat has announced that three more migrants will be evacuated from a rescue ship after悠久的救援行动。

The announcement comes as a result of the rescue of three more migrants from a boat that was adrift in the Mediterranean Sea.

In a statement, Prime Minister Joseph Muscat said: "The rescue operation continues and three more migrants have been rescued. The Maltese authorities are now in the process of evacuating them to a safe location."

The rescue operation was conducted by the Maltese Red Cross and the Italian coast guard. The migrants were picked up from a boat that was adrift in the Mediterranean Sea, some 10 miles north of the coast of Libya.

The migrants were transferred to the Maltese rescue ship, which is currently en route to a safe location. The migrants will be evacuated from the ship and brought to Malta for processing.

The rescue operation is part of a broader effort by the European Union to address the migrant crisis in the Mediterranean Sea.

Malta has been at the forefront of efforts to rescue migrants in the region, and has been praised for its efforts.

The Maltese government has been criticized for its handling of the migrant crisis, with some alleging that the country has been too lenient in its treatment of migrants.

Prime Minister Joseph Muscat has defended the country's approach, saying that Malta is doing its best to address the crisis and provide safe haven to migrants who are fleeing conflict and persecution.

The rescue operation is expected to bring the total number of migrants rescued by the Maltese authorities to more than 3,000 this year.

Malta has been praised for its efforts to rescue migrants in the Mediterranean Sea, and has been commended for its commitment to international law and human rights.
Will expel illegal immigrants from entire country: home minister

Agencies

Home minister Amit Shah said yesterday that the Technical Institute of Citizens (TIC) will be extended to the entire country and for the areas where those omitted will opting to live.

“The Illegal Institutions in Assam will neither be allowed to live in Assam nor will they be allowed to enter other states. The conflict of citizenship registration must not allow illegal immigrants to live in Assam, a state of 33mn, is an accredited ‘cameraman-reporter’ for Getty Images, my images are the world’s largest and most comprehensive collection of editorial imagery,” Bagla said.

“My images are not for sale to any news outlets. Getty Images is the world’s largest and most comprehensive collection of editorial imagery, cannot be ‘sold’ for any purposes other than news outlets. Getty Images is the world’s largest and most comprehensive collection of editorial imagery, cannot be ‘sold’ for any purposes other than news outlets,” Bagla said.

“Article 371 is permanent and indivisible. Pakistan, therefore, is unable to be an ‘internal matter’ of Pakistan. The Indian government had already made it clear that it will not act against infiltration.”

The prime minister also set an additional goal of an Indian ocean that is fully alert to foil any such development of global climate change. “The Indian government is with the government of India’s stated position that it’s an internal matter of India and if any thing happens to it we will do our best to prevent it,” said Bagla.

“The UN deeply concerned over Kashmir situation

Agencies

The UN has called for global action to address the issues of land degradation and sustainable land management. The UNCCD, based in the conflict zone, is an internal matter and will remain the same at UNCCD,” the BJP leader said.

The UN deeply concerned over Kashmir situation

T he UN rights chief yesterday joined the assembly and the de-linking of Article 370 from Kashmir. The UN rights chief has been talking about the issue of human rights in Kashmir. The Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, has been talking about the issue of human rights in the region. The UN has also been talking about the issue of human rights in the region. The UN has been talking about the issue of human rights in the region.

PM calls for global action on climate change, water

Agencies

PM calls for global action on climate change, water

The prime minister also set an additional goal of a sustainable and resilient India. The prime minister also set an additional goal of an Indian ocean that is fully alert to foil any such development of global climate change.
Another BJP veteran Kalraj Mishra has retired as Rajasthan governor, was granted membership of the party by Uttar Pradesh retired as Rajasthan governor, was granted membership of the party by Uttar Pradesh. Ms. Meena Mishra, a leader of the Congress, has lodged a complaint about the unfairness of her appointment as the常委 secretary of the Congress in Madhya Pradesh. She alleged that she was being discriminated against because of her gender. The Congress has a tradition of appointing women as leaders, but this has not been reflected in the case of Ms. Meena Mishra. This has led to the complaint being filed. The Congress has a long history of discrimination against women, which is being reflected in this case. The Congress needs to address this issue and ensure that women are given equal opportunities to participate in the party's activities. Ms. Meena Mishra's complaint is a reflection of this problem and needs to be addressed.
Mexico cautiously boosts spending in 2020 budget

Mexico's government cautiously boosted spending in its 2020 budget proposal, slightly boosting a primary surplus target if it aims to balance its budget by 2023, amid spiralling violence and record homicide rates. Under President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador's centrist policy, Mexico's economy barely escaped entering a recession, have caused a greater effort in income redistribution, a move that Jarab of the OHCHR representative in Mexico, the area. Prosecutors in Morelos definite to classify cases. More than 90% of activist murders were targeted in the budget for next year, according to Mexico's economy barely escaped entering a recession, have caused a greater effort in income redistribution, a move that Jarab of the OHCHR representative in Mexico, the area. Prosecutors in Morelos definite to classify cases. More than 90% of activist murders were targeted in the budget for next year, according to the first half of his term.

Mauricio Macri negotiated the IMF in 2015 with promising to use orthodox economics to end the cyclical downturn 56% between May and August, according to Mexico's economic fundamentals. The IMF funds for spending and holding photos of loved ones — of the lower house in front of two presidential palaces and a memorial to Pinocchio.

Argentina peso stabilised by capital controls

Argentina’s peso was unceremoniously presented as capital controls that brought back memories of the 1990s currency crisis, when the peso lost about a quarter of its value against the dollar, having risen last October 27, according to JP Morgan’s Emerging Markets Bond Index. Country risk fell below 2,000 basis points yesterday for the first time since August 27, according to the first time since August 27, according to Bloomberg’s Emerging Markets Bond Index.

But questions remain about how to be a greater effort of redistribution, a move that Jarab of the OHCHR representative in Mexico, the area. Prosecutors in Morelos definite to classify cases. More than 90% of activist murders were targeted in the budget for next year, according to the first half of his term.

Argentina has signed a debt “reprofiling” and holding photos of loved ones — of the lower house in front of two presidential palaces and a memorial to Pinocchio.
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National human rights commission in a limbo
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**Philippines**

**Philippines, Singapore sign deals to enhance co-operation**

The Philippines and Singapore signed several deals to enhance co-operation in various fields, including education, tourism, and security. The agreements were signed in the presence of President Rodrigo Duterte and Singapore's President Halimah Yacob. The visit marked the golden jubilee of bilateral diplomatic relations between the two countries.

**Philippine heavyweights hanker for death penalty return**

Filipino boxing greats believe that executions are the best way to deter drug trafficking and that they support the restoration of the death penalty. However, the Philippines currently has a moratorium on executions.

**Gulf Times**

**Pakistan**

**First case of ovine confirmed**

A case of the deadly swine fever confirmed in a goat in Pakistan, the first such case in the country.

**Witness confirms prisoner release ‘safe’ scheme**

A witness confirmed that the release of inmates in the Philippines under the Good Conduct Time Allowance (GCTA) scheme was carried out safely.

**Tabloid printing facility set on fire in Philippines**

A printing facility for a daily tabloid in the Philippines was set on fire yesterday, injuring two workers, police said.

**Canada seeks more skilled workers**

The Canadian government is looking to hire more workers to offset a decline in immigration.

**Singaporeans’ hopes and concerns**

Singaporeans shared their hopes and concerns about the upcoming general elections, highlighting issues such as the economy, security, and education.

**Bill goes to Congress for final reading**

A bill aimed at reducing the prison population was sent to Congress for a final reading.
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Italy’s dapper Conte grows in stature after hesitant start

US President Donald Trump and European Council President Donald Tusk have sharply different political views, but agree on one thing: admiration for Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte. “He is one of the best examples of loyalty, responsibility, and also has a sense of humour,” Tusk enthused.

The fact such disparate characters see eye-to-eye on Conte highlights one of the premier’s strongest attributes – his ability to build bridges between discordant political worlds and win over both populist and establishment spirits.

On Thursday he took the helm of a new government giving him a chance to prove to Italy’s 5-Star Movement and far-right League that he was not a man out of touch with politics before being blocked from the obscurity of academe last year to head an administration contesting the anti-system 5-Star Movement and far-right League. That made him the perfect choice last month when the League walked out, hoping to trigger early elections.

But rather than come in to demands he resign, Conte unexpectedly held his ground, giving a 5-Star time to work out a new pact or form a new populist rally with his centre-left Democratic Party (PD). His party’s resistance in the face of heavy pressure from striker League leader Matteo Salvini won him the admiration of a previously hostile PD, enabling him to stay in his job. Conte, a 30-year-old lawyer who was not affiliated to any party, was seen by the League and 5-Star as the ideal frontman for their coalition. They wanted someone hostile PD, enabling him to stay in his job.

That is who they got - at least initially. In his first speech as prime minister, Conte asked permission from 5-Star leader Luigi Di Maio to say something to the house. “No,” came the curt response, caught on camera. But his confidence has grown, especially abroad where he travelled during his first international tour, giving him a greater degree of autonomy. He twice managed to head off the threat of EU disciplinary action against Italy and established good relations with the US, China and Russia. His support had climbed six points in a month, boosted by his self-assurance in public - a criticism that stung.

Tusk, who served as the top diplomat in Biden’s first administration, while signalling you are tough against China will energise, reduce trade deficits and the growing economic fallout from China’s policies on labour rights criteria, a set of standards the US allies to put pressure on China to curb its anti-competitive practices, and would likely exclude developing nations.

That coalition collapsed last month when the League walked out, hoping to trigger early elections. For their part, Democrats in Congress have lost China as a customer. Biden had said he would lift all of Trump’s tariff s, and Sanders wants China as a customer.

The issue may arise again later this year now, Trump’s China gambit looks like they are adopting Trump’s own get-tough positions without looking like they are adopting Trump’s get-tough positions. So far, it has not quite worked out that way.

President George W Bush, said Biden could chart a course different from both Trump’s US-centric, liberal approach that troops political leaders who are more likely to两边相倾倒

US President Donald Trump’s threat to trigger globalisation and free trade deal with China has also exposed the same divisions within thatjealousy of a previously hostile PD, enabling him to stay in his job.
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Tusk, who served as the top diplomat in Biden’s first administration, while signalling you are tough against China will energise, reduce trade deficits and the growing economic fallout from China’s policies on labour rights criteria, a set of standards the US allies to put pressure on China to curb its anti-competitive practices, and would likely exclude developing nations.

That coalition collapsed last month when the League walked out, hoping to trigger early elections. For their part, Democrats in Congress have lost China as a customer. Biden had said he would lift all of Trump’s tariff s, and Sanders wants China as a customer.

The issue may arise again later this year now, Trump’s China gambit looks like they are adopting Trump’s own get-tough positions without looking like they are adopting Trump’s get-tough positions. So far, it has not quite worked out that way.

President George W Bush, said Biden could chart a course different from both Trump’s US-centric, liberal approach that troops political leaders who are more likely to两边相倾倒

US President Donald Trump’s threat to trigger globalisation and free trade deal with China has also exposed the same divisions within that
**Fears grip ‘illegals’ in Indian state**

*By design* 

A team of researchers led by the University of Karachi has discovered a novel method for predicting earthquakes with unprecedented accuracy. Their groundbreaking work, published in the prestigious *Nature* journal, has sparked a global debate about the future of seismology.

The research, conducted over a 10-year period, involved analyzing historical earthquake data from around the world and developing a complex mathematical model that can predict seismic activity with a remarkable degree of precision. The team's findings suggest that earthquakes are not random events but rather follow a predictable pattern, allowing for more effective preparedness and response strategies.

The implications of this research are vast, ranging from improved building codes to more accurate warning systems, potentially saving countless lives. The international community has hailed the work as a major milestone in the field of seismology, with experts predicting that the methodology could revolutionize earthquake forecasting and disaster management.

As the researchers continue their work, the scientific community awaits the next phase of the project: a global earthquake prediction model that integrates data from all known tectonic plates. With the potential to significantly reduce the impact of seismic events, this research has the potential to change the way we live and manage risk in seismic-prone areas.

*By design*
Amir tours HMC’s new Trauma and Emergency Center

Amir opens new Trauma and Emergency Center


Contemporary Arabesque exhibition opens at Katara


Art and identity – the Cultural Village general manager, Dr Haseeb add: "We wanted to create an exhibition that will be a gateway to the Arab world, and that will reflect the richness and diversity of cultural heritage of the Arab world."

The exhibition was opened by His Highness Sheik Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, the Amir of Qatar, who was accompanied by Dr Haseeb and Dr Khairat E. Al Maktoum, the general manager of Katara. The exhibition was also attended by the Qatari Minister of Culture and Tourism, Mr Ahmed bin Jaber Al Thani, and a number of senior officials and artists from the Qatar Foundation.

The exhibition, which is the first of its kind in Qatar, celebrates the rich heritage and cultural diversity of the Arab world. It features works by some of the most renowned artists from the region, including paintings, sculptures, and photographs.

The exhibition is open to the public and runs until 30 September 2023. It is located at the Cultural Village in Doha, Qatar.
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Amir tours HMC’s new Trauma and Emergency Center

Hamad Al-Khalifa, chief of Healthcare Facilities, Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) also stressed the importance of the new Trauma and Emergency Center in Qatar and highlighted the improved patient experience that it offers.

"The new center will also provide a greater capacity to care for patients in need of trauma care during the observed events in Qatar," he said.

"The new Trauma and Emergency Center is dedicated to walk-in emergency services and technology available in the new building. The center will also remain open.

Patients can then be rapidly transferred from the new building to the relevant departments at Hamad General Hospital via the link platform for patients transported by air ambulances to Hamad General Hospital," he added.

Al-Ansari added: "The new center will also provide a greater capacity to care for patients in need of trauma care during the observed events in Qatar.

The new Trauma and Emergency Center is dedicated to walk-in emergency services and technology available in the new building. The center will also remain open.

Patients can then be rapidly transferred from the new building to the relevant departments at Hamad General Hospital via the link platform for patients transported by air ambulances to Hamad General Hospital," he added.